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Share Via. FII outflow Equity markets are also bearing the brunt of higher capital outflow. But in the long run,
stocks will remain vulnerable to weak corporate earnings and a further slowdown in economic growth," said
R. Asian stocks eased in early deals on Wednesday after poor US economic data stoked fears of global
recession, souring investor sentiment already hurt by heightened trade war concerns. That suggests aggressive
rate cuts to the tune of basis points by the Reserve Bank of India have had little impact so far on the real
economy, which along with muted inflation have raised expectations of further policy easing over the coming
year. Safe-haven government bonds fared well in the wake of risk aversion in the broader market, with the
benchmark US Treasury yield touching its lowest level in three years. Meanwhile, banking stocks also
plunged significantly after Nirmala Sitharaman had announced the merger of 10 PSBs into four entities.
However, the lower-than-expected growth figures attracted negative commentary from both brokerage firms
and economists, sending shockwaves among domestic and foreign investors. Growth has slumped for the fifth
consecutive quarter despite the government's recent announcements to help boost the economy. In the
corresponding period last year, the combined growth of the eight core industries was at 7. The survey showed
that manufacturing activity declined to  Most of them are gearing up for a flat or marginal growth for the
second successive year. The US crude oil futures dipped 0. While a decline in US yields typically weighs on
the dollar, the greenback was partially underpinned by safe-haven demand generated by worries of a possible
chaotic British exit from the European Union - though that possibility later diminished with a setback in
Parliament late Tuesday for British Prime Minister Boris Johnson. A mixture of weak macro data and
strengthening of the US dollar has dented the rupee's value. Meanwhile, Indian firms have reported their most
disappointing quarterly earnings figures in at least three years in the April-June quarter - due to slower growth
in demand and an ongoing liquidity crunch. Australian stocks lost 0. Here are five reasons that are haunting
the Indian equity markets: Lowest GDP growth in six years One of the biggest factors behind the weak market
sentiment is official GDP data, which indicated that India's economic growth has slowed down to 5 per cent,
the weakest in 25 quarters or six years. Among currencies, the dollar index against a basket of six major
currencies stood at  According to official data, the growth of eight core industries dropped to 2. In July, the
foreign investors had pulled out close to Rs 3, crore from the Indian equity markets. It is then expected to rise
to 39, by end-June and remain around that level to end, a downgrade from predictions made three months ago.


